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Dear Friends, 
  
We could not be more proud. As we speak to colleagues in suburban Conservative synagogues across 
our country who feel paralyzed by the discouraging trends in our movement, we are excited about our 
future. Beth El has been willing to ask the hard questions facing our movement and congregation, and to 
begin taking action to meet our challenges with optimism and faith. Thank you for the courageous 
leadership that you have shown and that we are modelling for other Conservative synagogues. 
  
Facing Our Challenge 
Conservative synagogues face many challenges today, as fewer Jews affiliate with the Conservative 
Movement or join synagogues. Beth El is not immune: we face a fifteen-year declining membership, an 
aging facility, and the task of engaging new generations of Jews who connect to Judaism and Jewish life 
in radically different ways than prior generations. Our Board of Trustees is determined to actively address 
these challenges, and through the guidance of Insyte Partners, we chose to frame each challenge as an 
opportunity for learning and growth. 
  
For sixteen months, we engaged in a journey of inquiry. We investigated and studied internal trends over 
the past fifteen years, and we evaluated them against the backdrop of national and local trends within the 
Jewish community. And we listened to our members. 
  
We worked hard to engage every segment of our community in a comprehensive process that involved 
volunteer Planning and Vision Teams, Board input, listening forums, Deep Dive teams, off-site visits, and 
a prototype boot camp in which members came together to launch several experimental initiatives. We 
engaged over 350 Beth El members in this process, diverse stakeholders who collectively influenced the 
strategic direction our community will take. The process itself energized many people to become involved 
in our community for the first time, an outcome that is profoundly important for a vibrant future. 
  
Our journey toward a vision, aptly named “Journey,” is documented in Section III. It identifies the 
individuals who led this effort, the various means they undertook to achieve its end, and, in their own 
words, the future synagogue they envision. The history of this process would not be complete without 
expressing our appreciation to Ellen and Graham Arad who helped make Journey possible through a 
generous donation in loving memory of their parents, Lucille and Reuben Miller and Phyllis and 
Menachem Arad.  
  
Anchoring Our Vision 
At the heart of our new strategic direction is this balance: commitment to the traditions that are 
indispensable to Beth El with a mandate for bold innovation. Our process affirmed that the core of our 
mission must be an investment in traditional egalitarian Judaism: daily minyan, serious talmud torah 
(Torah study), and the observance of mitzvot remain important to our core. We must also take steps to 
nurture the religious, spiritual, and social needs of those who seek Jewish engagement but who do not 
identify as traditional. We have heard from members who engage only at the periphery of our community, 
if they engage at all. We must do a better job at caring for their religious and spiritual needs. We will strive 
to serve all members of our community, to meet them where they are, to create a “thicker” Judaism, one 
in which Jewish knowledge, curiosity, and practices are deeper.  We are calling this mandate halachic 
pluralism, as both the traditional service that we have built and the non-traditional services that we 
develop will conform to the boundaries of halacha (Jewish law) and co-exist side-by-side. 
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We also heard the yearning for a sense of deep connection to the activities and programs of our 
synagogue as well as to one another. As such, we aspire to co-create the community we dream we can 
be. Beth El professional staff and Beth El volunteers will together take responsibility for building our 
future, committed partners who approach ideas as opportunities for building meaningful relationships. We 
will not look for someone else to build this community for us; our communal and personal lives will be 
immeasurably enriched by the relationships we form as we build the future together. 
  
At a time of Jewish communal struggle, we will nevertheless focus efforts on building synergistic 
relationships with other synagogues and organizations within Westchester. We aspire to be the finest 
communal partner in our county, as we believe that the benefits of such partnerships will yield both 
additional growth and financial savings. And even as we look outside of our walls for opportunities to 
establish a strong Jewish presence, we will ensure that our building becomes a home that supports this 
new vision. Creating spaces for innovative prayer experiences, traditional Jewish text study, social 
engagement, and spiritual practices will be a key investment in our future success. 
  
Setting Our Course 
The success of our future will be directly connected to the fact that this vision was built by you, our 
community, not by a few congregational leaders in a boardroom. Hundreds of you participated in Journey, 
sharing your voices to guide us into this next phase of our growth. Together we will actualize our shared 
dreams. 
  
We will all—Board, staff, committees—use this strategic vision to guide decision-making. It  will reform 
the way we do synagogue business, prioritizing transparency and disciplined decision-making. This new 
strategy will have real-time impacts on staffing, our financial model, communications, and the quality and 
type of programs and initiatives we undertake. We will learn to let go of the things that we do reflexively 
but no longer fit our vision while we make space for the new to re-energize us. 
  
We tried our best to listen to every person who wanted to be heard, and this principle will continue to 
guide us as we move into the future. You can expect to be called upon to partner with us to co-create the 
synagogue community we all want. We know that our skills are varied and some have more discretionary 
time than others. We will work with you to find the contribution to our future that excites you most and 
best fits your passion. Whether a discrete, one-time act or a large initiative, we want you to partner with 
us. We know that most people are seeking engaged connection, not passive consumerism. Our new 
vision will create opportunities for connection. 
  
The Jewish people have adapted to ever-changing environments by holding onto our core principles and 
traditions while innovating to meet the needs of new cultural landscapes. As we move into the 
implementation phase of our transformation, we do so with faith in one another, our leaders, and God. 
Faith and conviction have been the sources of optimism for every Jewish community in every generation. 
And so it is with us. We are hopeful that our future will be vibrant, and we look forward to forging ahead 
together with each one of you as our partner. 
  
Rabbi David Schuck, Senior Rabbi, Beth El Synagogue Center 
Mark Seidenfeld, President, Beth El Synagogue Center (2017-2019) 
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BETH EL MISSION STATEMENT 
  
  
  

Beth El, an inclusive Jewish community committed to tradition and innovation, 
enriches people’s lives through prayer, learning, spirituality, 

 culture, caring relationships, and connection with Israel. 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
  
Our core purpose is not to sustain an institution. It is to enrich people’s lives. We exist to be 
here for each other as we express and deepen our shared Jewish identity. 
  
We choose to be inclusive, creating a broad community across all our differences: our varied 
family stories, backgrounds, demographics, special needs, political views, sexual/gender 
orientation, intermarriage, and so forth. We choose to embrace our diversity at a time when 
differences separate people and compartmentalize our larger society into silos. 
  
We affirm the core purposes of a synagogue community and highlight its critical dimensions: 
  
●    community as the driving power behind Beth El; 
●    prayer as a meaningful experience; 
●    spirituality as a companion to prayer and life at Beth El; 
●    learning for all generations; 
●    culture as the glue that binds all of us no matter our degree of religiosity; and 
●    connection with Israel as the homeland of the Jewish people. 
  
We explicitly embrace both tradition and innovation, hallmarks not only of Conservative Judaism 
in the modern era but of Judaism throughout the ages. Incorporating our core values 
purposefully and strategically will, we believe, organically elevate Beth El’s position as a 
visionary synagogue. 
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BETH EL VISION STATEMENT 
 
 
  

Our vision is a vibrant, growing community 
in which each person feels Jewishly nourished and connected. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

At a time when loyalty to institutions is declining and Conservative synagogue membership is 
decreasing, we aspire to grow. Each year, Beth El membership shrinks by a net of about 25 
families, as members pass away, move away, or decide no longer to affiliate, and the number of 
new families we attract does not keep pace. Our vision is first to stabilize our membership and 
then to increase it. The odds may not be in our favor, but we commit to taking them on. 

In a world characterized by unprecedented change and disruption and where the search for 
meaning is as profound as ever, Beth El will rise to the challenge to nourish each member of its 
community and provide a sense of connection, be it through prayer, learning, shared meals, 
holiday celebrations, socializing, or simply being there for one another through our journeys of 
faith and doubt. Our dual focus encompasses our community as a whole and each individual 
in it. 
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SIX-PILLARED FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION: 
A SUMMARY 

  
  
How will we achieve this vision? Our 16-month communal journey listening to and sharing with 
each other (our ”Journey,” guided by the Planning and Vision Teams identified in Section III) 
developed a framework for action. Our framework rests on six “pillars” of focused activity, 
summarized here and revisited in greater detail in a later section of this document. 
  
1. ACTIVATING A COMMUNITY OF CONNECTED COMMUNITIES 
 
An important conversation in Jewish institutional life today centers on the question of serving 
either the “core” (those already very involved and comfortable in the institution) or the 
“periphery” (those who are minimally engaged or not at all), on the presumption that separate 
“operating systems” are needed for each. Journey’s breakthrough insight—and its bet for the 
future—is recognizing that Beth El is, in fact, composed of numerous “sub-communities,” groups 
organized around, for example, phase of life (parents of young children or teens, empty nesters, 
seniors, young adults, teens, and so forth), identity (for instance, multi-faith families, LGBTQ, 
new-to-Southern-Westchester), or passions (greening  Beth El, a pluralistic Israel, seeking 
spirituality, music, or sports). Our first task is to activate, nourish, and deepen the experience of 
the core and periphery within each of these smaller communities. 
  
Our strategic intention is to realize our vision by (a) listening to, and designing around, 
the needs and aspirations of each of our sub-communities, and (b) investing in 
relationships that connect people to each other and sub-communities to one another. 
We also believe that co-creating future sub-communities around areas of passion that we 
cannot identify at present will grow Beth El. We are willing to change our “operating 
system” from designing programs for the masses to curating experiences around the 
needs of smaller communities. This is a shift in how we will do some of our most 
important work—program development. 
  
  
2. EMBRACING HALACHIC PLURALISM 
 
Beth El is an egalitarian Conservative community committed to halacha (Jewish law) and 
tradition as well as to innovating within a halachic framework.  Our Journey Vision Team came 
to recognize that many elements of halacha are not well understood within our community.  In 
particular, there is a misconception that adherence to halacha means that there is only one 
acceptable way to do things.  Indeed, over the last two millennia, the halachic process has 
recognized multiple interpretations of Jewish law.  We have also come to understand that a 
number of practices at Beth El that many think of as “traditional” are not required by halacha but 
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are simply “the way we have always done things.” As we move into our future, we will create 
opportunities to explore and understand halachic interpretation and open pathways for halachic 
innovation as a means to reinvigorate our community. 
  
Our strategic intention is to maintain halachic Judaism as the source of religious 
practice at Beth El while innovating actively and courageously within that framework. In 
this manner we will meet the needs of those who identify as traditional as well as those 
eager for something new.  We believe this stance will create more meaningful 
experiences for those who are already part of Beth El and will draw increasing numbers 
to our community. 
  
  
3. SHAPING OUR BUILDING TO BE OUR HOME 
 
Beth El wants to nourish a sense of community connectedness, of intergenerational learning 
and Jewish expression, and of tradition and innovation.  Our physical structure can help us do 
that. We have already updated our sanctuary to preserve its beautiful essence, enhance its 
comfort, shift its orientation from audience-centric to community-centric, and allow for flexibility 
to support the many uses we anticipate. Journey has identified four potential additional priority 
areas for investing in our building that can advance our vision, bring in revenue, or both. 
  
Our strategic intention is to create awesome spaces—both aesthetically and 
practically—that will enable more meaningful experiences and attract more people to 
Beth El. We must do so in a financially responsible manner that both ensures the upkeep 
of our building and property and uses them as assets to generate funds for our programs 
and operations. 
  
  
4. PIVOTING TO A CULTURE OF CO-OWNERSHIP 
 
Culture is often defined as “the way we do things around here,” the invisible and 
taken-for-granted practices that form the basis for getting things done. Over the years, Beth El 
has evolved into a very program-heavy, staff-reliant culture with a small but mighty set of 
professionals and volunteers, many of whom are at the limits of their own bandwidth.  We must 
move from our current “customer service” culture to a “relational” culture where new initiatives, 
and leadership for existing ones, spring from conversations, relationships, and shared discovery 
of interest and direction. 
  
Our strategic intention is to pivot to co-ownership as a means to broaden and deepen 
leadership and to innovate around our community members’ needs. As we embrace 
tradition, innovation, and experimentation, we will invest in building a volunteer 
infrastructure, only taking on projects that have strong lay commitment and releasing 
clergy and professionals from the requirement to “do it all.” Our belief is that this culture 
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will build stronger community and allow our professionals to focus where they are 
needed most. 
  
  
5. DIVERSIFYING FOR FINANCIAL AFFORDABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Our current approach to membership and dues is becoming increasingly ineffective for certain 
demographic groups due to, among other things, minimal loyalty to institutions or less 
disposable income than they are willing or able to spend on synagogue membership. 
 
Our financial vision involves a significant shift from dependence on membership fees as our 
primary source of revenue to a diversified mix of strategies. We must therefore rethink our dues 
model while ramping up revenue from other sources. 
  
One strategy involves strengthening Beth El’s culture of giving, a key feature of strong non-profit 
institutions. Recent efforts to generate this culture shift have begun the process of diversifying 
our revenue mix while challenging members to increase their financial commitment. A second 
potential strategy is to make Beth El’s physical assets work for us through such 
revenue-generating uses of our property as enhanced event/meeting spaces for rental and 
through the possibility of re-mortgaging. In each case, suggestions will be subject to thorough 
discussion and Board approval.  
  
Our strategic intention is to move, creatively, toward financial models and practices that 
will simultaneously expand the reach of the Beth El experience and monetize some of 
our community experiences. We will consider and experiment with alternative dues 
models with the aim of creating affordable pathways for those who may not find 
themselves ready or able to commit to the full membership dues schedule. Other 
initiatives may include a subscription series to our educational programs as an entry 
point for new members, phased-in membership, or a reduced membership for those who 
already belong to another synagogue. We will also look to develop ways to ramp up our 
culture of giving as well as uncover new sources of revenue.  
 
  
6. POSITIONING BETH EL AS A VALUED PARTNER IN JEWISH WESTCHESTER  
 
Beth El’s future hinges on a healthy ecosystem for Jewish life in the environs of Westchester. 
The likelihood that three or more Conservative synagogues can thrive over the long haul 
appears to be slim. 
  
Our strategic intention is to be the partner of choice in Jewish Westchester—lending a 
hand where needed, counting on others whose strengths exceed ours in certain areas, 
engaging in joint programming, and partnering on initiatives where we have shared 
interests. The range of potential partnerships is as wide as joint education programs, 
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teen social gatherings, sharing clergy, recruiting young couples from Manhattan or 
Brooklyn to make their homes in Westchester, or countless other possibilities.  In the 
short term we all benefit from a richer Jewish ecosystem. In the longer term, should we 
merge with another shul community, we will grow our family. 
 
 
  

By design, the pillars are not independent of each other. Together, they support our strategy for 
Beth El’s future.  There are inherent interactions among the ideas expressed within the 
pillars—potential synergies that we will exploit.  One example: Volunteers as co-creators of our 
programmatic initiatives will play essential roles in developing our sub-communities.  Another 
example: Plans for our building inevitably need to support both our programmatic initiatives and 
our need for financial sustainability. These are but two of the synergies we envision. 
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 BETH EL’S CORE VALUES 
Our core values anchor how we will create change.  They, along with our six pillars, serve as 
eternal lights to guide our elected volunteer leadership, clergy, and professional staff who, 
working as a team, will ultimately be responsible to implement change and allocate resources.  
The four core values that underlie our theory of change, and emerged repeatedly and powerfully 
in our Journey Vision Teamwork, are these: 
  
THE POWER OF THE CONSERVATIVE EGALITARIAN JEWISH FRAMEWORK. We believe 
that Torah contains the framework for living a life of wisdom, morality, and meaning for all 
generations. We embody Jewish values, tradition, and culture; the world and our lives are 
enriched by them. Our connection with Israel and global Jewish peoplehood is central to us. We 
want Beth El to be a place where people can explore, embrace, and transmit a Judaism that is 
egalitarian, vibrant, and makes tradition accessible to all. 
  
TRADITION AND INNOVATION. We celebrate the sanctity of Jewish tradition, imbuing modern 
life with the sacred. And we boldly experiment within a halachic framework to provide a mix of 
what has always been at Beth El and what will be new to Beth El in order to Jewishly engage 
our community. We aim to build a "thicker" Judaism in which our Jewish knowledge, curiosity, 
and practices are deeper, informing our relationships, our choices, and our understanding of our 
purpose in this world. 

FEELING SEEN, VALUED, AND CARED ABOUT. Beth El is “home” for each one of us across 
all generations and stages of life, wherever we are on our Jewish journeys of learning, 
observance, and identity. Our Beth El family includes single people and families of many 
configurations; people who identify as LGBTQ and those who do not; family members who are 
Jewish or of other faiths; individuals who are not religiously observant; people of all ethnic and 
racial backgrounds; and people exhibiting all of the diversity of intellectual, emotional, and 
physical abilities that exist in society. Most of us struggle with questions of faith or doubt at 
points in our lives, and we support each other in moments of celebration and difficulty. 

OPTIMISM AND CONFIDENCE. The future is not assured. Experimentation and exploration will 
be a key element in our work ahead. The power of this plan is not in its guarantee of success 
but in the fact that it expresses a consensus of thought and passion from a wide swath of Beth 
El leaders and members, built on tremendous effort and conversation. We believe in all the 
good that is possible and described in this document and are committed to continually nurturing 
and leveraging a hopeful confidence that we will attain this future. As we move into our future 
together, we expect moments of fear and that mistakes will happen. Yet, we choose optimism 
and a focus on creating the Beth El that is wanted and needed for these times and for 
generations to come.  
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BROAD, BOLD STATEMENTS OF VISION  
(For details, see page 30.) 

 
 

Experiences of welcome and inclusion 
 

Meaningful prayer 
 

Spiritual development throughout our journeys of faith and doubt 
 

Exemplary learning and education for all 
 

L’Dor v’Dor 
Passing our Judaism from generation to generation 

 
Tikkun Olam 

Social justice for a stronger community and world 
 

Deep connection with Israel 
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FROM STRATEGIC VISION TO VISION ACTION 
  
  
Journey gave Beth El its “Framework for Action.” What comes next? 
  
  
LEADING OUR  PLANNING: THE VISION ACTION TEAM 
 
A newly created team, Beth El’s Vision Action Team, will help facilitate the transition from the 
strategic vision developed through Journey to a Beth El reality. The 20+ member team includes 
our Rabbis, our Executive Director, and a cross-section of lay leaders and professionals. To 
help Beth El move steadily toward its vision, several team members will be assigned to a 
specific pillar and begin developing, prioritizing, and sequencing implementation activities for the 
pillar.  The team will bring more congregants into the process. Team co-chairs will provide 
regular implementation updates for the community. 
  
SPIRIT OF EXPERIMENTATION 
 
During our Journey, the Beth El Planning Team unfettered itself from the mundane and became 
imbued with the spirit of experimentation. Among the experiments that have already become a 
way of life at Beth El are Kavannah (Mindfulness and Contemplation), Niggun HaLev 
(melody-filled Shabbat morning service), and Green Beth El (increased environmental 
consciousness). We seek to maintain the same spirit of experimentation as we move forward in 
the direction of our vision, supported by our six pillar Framework for Action. 
Our six-pillared framework is our “North Star,” guiding Beth El professionals, lay leaders, and 
members to experiment within it. In addition to conceiving and launching experiments, we will 
pay attention to which ones move us closer (and to how they move us closer) to co-creating a 
Beth El that is growing, vibrant, and helping each of us feel connected to, and nourished by, our 
Judaism. 
Expect our rabbis and lay leaders to take actions aligned with our vision and to urge you to do 
the same. We invite each of you to play a role in co-creating the future of a Beth El that 
nourishes your soul! 
  
ALIGNMENT OF BOARD, PROFESSIONAL STAFF, VOLUNTEER INFRASTRUCTURE, 
BUDGET, FUNDRAISING 
 
After a visioning process as robust as Journey, one of the primary tasks for our Board and 
professional staff leaders is to align our “infrastructure” around the vision and strategy of 
Journey. Examples: 
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●  Alignment of Board of Trustees: Selecting Board members who exemplify the values 

behind Journey (including traditionalists, innovators, and everything in between) and 
who are interested in taking a leadership role of “co-ownership.” Configuring 
committees to help with oversight and execution—for example, positioning Beth El as 
a great partner in Jewish Westchester. Modeling shared accountability. Aligning the 
budget and decision-making process with the six pillars. Exemplifying transparency of 
decision making. 

 
●  Alignment of professional staff: Making sure we have the “right people in the right 

jobs” to lead and implement the action plan that will be developed. Modeling shared 
accountability. Saying no to initiatives that do not have strong lay support. Shifting 
expectations around the “right” way to do things and experimenting with many 
approaches that might resonate differently with different populations. Partnering with 
others. Aligning performance management with the plan. 

 
●  Volunteer infrastructure: Making it easier to volunteer using apps and other software, 

offering leadership training, and more. 

  
WANTED:  COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP! 
 
Our vision cannot be realized without you.  It is that simple.  We are counting on our members 
to take leadership in new initiatives and breathe new life into existing programs and services. 
Is there a community within Beth El that connects to a passion of yours? Consider strengthening 
this community as a “network weaver,” weaving relationships between that community and 
others at Beth El. Help us build relationships as we discover how to best meet the needs of 
others through, for example, learning, community-building, tefillot, or spiritual practice. Help 
design and develop—“curate”—activities and programs  that can deliver the best of Beth El to 
your community AND the best of your community to Beth El. 
 
We have launched a first round of prototypes—experiments selected, designed, and led by Beth 
El members.  The first round is focusing on such activities as volunteerism, re-designing our 
building, creative prayer, music, and engagement.  Whatever the outcome—whether an activity 
expands, changes, or comes to a quick close—it will be a learning experience. What we learn 
will guide us in future attempts to engage increasing numbers of Beth El members and will 
ultimately guide our development of activities that take us outside of Beth El to find partners in 
Jewish Westchester. 
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BIG DECISIONS - DUES, REVENUES, AND BUILDING INVESTMENTS 
 
Under the guidance of the Vision Action Team, we will re-activate several of the Deep Dive 
Teams created during Journey to continue their work on fundamental questions such as 
modifying our dues structure, identifying new revenue models, determining which building 
investments we will make, and partnering with others in Jewish Westchester. Where we require 
the help of professionals—architects, financial analysts, marketers, early education experts—we 
will invest in them. 
  
ACCOUNTABILITY & MEASUREMENT 
 
One of the tasks of the Vision Action Team is to define metrics and track our progress.  We will 
judge our success based on these indicators: 
 

●  Increased engagement and “thickness” of Jewish identity—knowledge, curiosity, and 
practice—among the Beth El community 

 
●  Increased degree to which people feel seen and cared about, connected to other 

members of the community, and connected to their clergy and professional staff 
 
●  Membership levels stabilized in three to five years, followed by hoped-for growth 
 
●  Increased participation in Beth El functions among four major constituencies:  our 

core members, our less involved members, those non-members with ties to Beth El, 
and newcomers to our community 

 
●  Financial sustainability as measured by annual balanced budgets that support the full 

breadth of our building and programs 
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SIX-PILLARED FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION: 

IN DETAIL  
  
  
  
1.  A COMMUNITY OF CONNECTED COMMUNITIES:  Activating the 
many interconnected communities of Beth El by curating pathways 
to meaningful Jewish life. 
  
 

 
 
Beth El is more than a synagogue.  It is a community, a kehilla.  We are not merely a collection 
of individuals with common interests attending the same events.  We are a set of people who 
care about one another and enrich each other’s lives through meaningful interactions.   Our 
programs—be they spiritual, educational, cultural, or social—take on added meaning because 
we experience them together.  Smachot (joyous occasions) are made all the more satisfying by 
sharing them. And difficult times are made more bearable by the compassionate support of our 
community. 
  
While we value our closeness and familiarity, we strive to be open and welcoming, inviting 
newcomers to join our Beth El family.  New participants in our kehilla enrich our lives, just as we 
hope to enrich theirs.  We aim to foster a culture of kindness and inclusion so that each person 
who walks through our doors feels welcomed and comfortable. 
  
We know that while a substantial core of Beth El members experience the rich benefits of 
community, others do not yet feel they belong and so remain at the periphery of engagement. 
Newcomers may feel intimidated by the longstanding relationships that many of us have with 
each other, and these feelings can inhibit their full engagement.  And there are others who have 
not yet located us at all.  These are challenges we must overcome. 
  
Although Beth El members have much in common, we also differ one from another in numerous 
and significant ways.  We are at different life stages and have different family configurations, 
differences that engender specific needs and time demands.  We value different aspects of 
Jewish participation.  For instance, some of us seek meaningful prayer services or spiritual 
experiences, while others look for impactful educational, social, or cultural opportunities.  We 
also differ in the types of prayer experiences and learning experiences that we find personally 
meaningful. Our differences have implications for how our community must move forward.  
First, we celebrate our diversity and embrace our differences with mutual respect and 
compassion.  Second, we realize that our diversity is a strength—that we are stronger because 
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of the multi-faceted nature of our community.  And third, we squarely face the challenge 
diversity poses: identifying and remaining attentive to the varying needs and wants that 
emanate from our differences. 
  
These two challenges—(a) engaging people in our community and its activities and (b) meeting 
the diverse needs and wants of our constituents—have a common solution.  Beth El’s future lies 
in its responsiveness to the diverse needs and wants of our community (and, more broadly, the 
Jewish community of Southern Westchester).  While some programs and events surely interest 
large swaths of our population, our mission and vision demand focusing our programming 
efforts on the numerous sub-communities that constitute Beth El, investing energy and 
resources to meet the diverse needs of our members.  We must offer a wide variety of religious, 
educational, and social programs so each person will find meaningful ways to engage and attain 
the sense of belonging.  Significantly more targeted programming, and perhaps less 
programming overall, will be essential to engage our constituency and meet their needs. 
  
At the same time, we must not lose sight of the bigger picture, ensuring that our people feel 
connected to each other and to the synagogue community as a whole, continuing to join 
together across generations, demographic groups, and the various stages of Jewish life. 
Examples of these connections already abound. While we may have a variety of parallel 
Shabbat morning experiences, we always join together for kiddush lunch.  On the high holidays, 
our building bursts at the seams with separate programming for all ages, and yet anyone who 
passes through the lobbies and the corridors can see that we are one kehilla.   Our annual 
Family Kallah brings together multiple generations, with appropriate activities for all.  It has 
never been more true:  our parts are essential, yet, the whole is truly greater than their sum. 
  
In short, Beth El’s longevity will derive its sustenance from a kehilla comprised of overlapping, 
interconnected, and fully integrated sub-communities.  
  
  
Why do we need to do this? 
  
Attracting and engaging new participants while engaging and retaining current ones is essential 
to (a) our mission of enriching people’s lives, (b) our vision of a vibrant, growing community, and 
(c) our need to maintain financial feasibility. 
  
In a world where many young Jews are no longer eager to join synagogues, and in a synagogue 
where longtime members are either aging out of participation or otherwise no longer finding a 
reason to renew their memberships, we need to engage people one person or family at a time. 
Doing so requires addressing their individual needs and wants, offering them a personal value 
proposition that makes connecting with Beth El worth their time and money.  Today, a 
“one-size-fits-all” generic approach to programming—or, in this case, Jewish life—will not work. 
At the same time, we must not lose what is an essential element of our identity, mission, vision, 
and success:  Beth El is a community. 
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We see the potential to leverage one of our greatest strengths—community—by creating highly 
targeted programming for small, well-defined affinity groups within Beth El.  We imagine that 
some people will be part of just one such sub-community, most will participate in multiple 
sub-communities, and, as always, there will be those who are part of almost everything we do. 
  
We must ensure, however, that our focus on sub-communities does not encourage individual 
silos, detracting from the greater Beth El community, such that the whole would no longer be 
greater than the sum of its parts.  Put differently, we must ensure that as we focus on affinity 
groups we continue to preserve the Beth El we love.  A key strategy for doing this is to ensure 
that sub-communities maintain continuous contact with each other by, among other things, 
co-sponsoring activities. Another strategy to maintain our wholeness is to intentionally plan a 
small, select set of Beth El community-wide events each year. 
  
  
How will we do this? 
 
Our strategy hinges on activating “network weavers” among our congregants and professional 
staff. These are people who, within specific Beth El sub-communities, actively seek out and 
build relationships with people, connect people to one another around shared interests, and 
develop and maintain (“curate”) Beth El experiences of learning, prayer, and celebration around 
the needs of specific groups. 
  
Key to this strategy is intentionality.  The notion that Beth El comprises sub-communities is not 
new.  Many members currently identify themselves as belonging to such groupings as 
traditionalists, innovators, empty nesters, families with young children, single parents, 3 times a 
year attendees, daily users, teens, new members, LGBTQ, Jews of color, interfaith families, and 
so forth.  Some of these sub-communities already have social or organizational structures 
surrounding them, such as the Sisterhood, Men’s Club, and Daily Minyan.  In an earlier time, 
affinity groups formed naturally and were self-sustaining.  But in an era where voluntarism is 
down, organizational affiliations are declining, and people expect to be served, our 
sub-communities require active curation.  Existing groups need support to continue to function 
at high levels and attract new participants.  More important for achieving growth, Beth El must 
seek out opportunities to create new affinity groups reflecting expressed needs and wants as 
well as those we perceive are beneath the surface of Southern Westchester Jewry. 
  
Intentionality entails adopting a new mindset where we do not engage in programming because 
“we have always done it” or because “it seems like an interesting idea” but because we believe 
it serves (a) a well-defined purpose for (b) an identifiable constituency.  Take Hanukkah, for 
example.  Obviously, we will program for Hanukkah, but in the past our programming has 
typically been driven simply by the desire to celebrate the holiday—to acknowledge it 
programmatically—either by repeating successful prior initiatives or by trying something new for 
the sake of change.  But given a wide range of possible events, we have not asked ourselves 
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why we should choose one set of Hanukkah programs over another.  Moving forward, our set of 
Hanukkah-related activities will be more targeted and meaningful.  Some activities may target 
specific affinity groups, some may address a collection of such groups, and some may be 
congregation-wide events.  Each would have a well-defined objective for its target audience. 
Collectively, the programmatic objective would be to ensure that everyone’s needs and wants 
are addressed in an appropriate manner, enriching congregants’ lives and strengthening the 
community while, as always, celebrating the holiday. 
  
As we stretch or retrain this muscle of “network weaving,” we will build the capacity of our 
professionals and volunteers through workshops, project management support, community 
building, and mentoring. 
  
Look for: 
 

● Thoughtful programming targeted at specific groups that include existing demographic 
groups, committees, and sub-communities as well as newly emerging groups seeking 
inclusion 

● Conscious efforts to connect people and communities together 
● Growing connections across generations, demographic groups, and the various stages 

of Jewish life 

  
 
  
  
2.  HALACHIC PLURALISM: Embracing Jewish tradition and 
innovation while maintaining fidelity to halacha (Jewish law) as 
interpreted by Conservative Judaism. 
  
 

A central element of Beth El’s identity and practice is its adherence to halacha (Jewish law) as 
defined and interpreted by the Conservative Movement.  Indeed, many have been attracted to 
Beth El over the years because of its grounding in halacha. Yet being faithful to halacha is not 
the same as being monolithic in practice. In particular, halacha often supports alternative 
acceptable practices, not unlike Hillel and Shammai centuries ago, who differed on matters as 
basic as how to light the candles on Hanukkah. One of the strengths of the Conservative 
Movement since its inception is our commitment to recognizing multiple legitimate halachic 
positions on any one question. 
  
Beth El is taking the lead in recognizing and acting on the pluralistic nature of halacha, enabling 
multiple religious practices within our community, all of which conform to halacha. We refer to 
this approach as halachic pluralism because it is faithful to halacha while allowing for a plurality 
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of practices.  For example, we might have two Shabbat morning services, one featuring a full 
Torah reading and the other adopting a triennial cycle.  Both are halachically acceptable, but 
many congregants may have strong preferences for attending one over the other.  This 
approach, therefore, meets the needs of both constituencies while maintaining Beth El’s full 
adherence to halacha.  All of our communal norms will conform to halacha as understood by the 
Conservative Movement. 
  
While this notion might seem radical to some, it seems so only because in the modern era we 
have witnessed a calcification of Jewish practice that promoted monolithic behavior.  But 
Judaism has always been an evolving tradition whose basic premise is the possibility of multiple 
understandings of God's will. A diversity of theological assumptions, legal norms, and spiritual 
practices were constantly in conversation with one another, leading to a multiplicity of 
acceptable normative expressions of Jewish practice and beliefs. On the first night of Hanukkah, 
the great sage Hillel and his students would light one candle and add one on each additional 
night in order to increase holiness daily. His colleague Shammai and his students lit eight 
candles on the first night and decreased the number each night. This was a stunning expression 
of pluralistic approaches to religious practice and spiritual principles, and not only did they 
co-exist, but the Talmud teaches that their children married one another. 
  
  
Why do we need to do this? 
  
One of the great strengths of Judaism is that it has always been comprised of multiple 
perspectives, customs, and approaches to Jewish life.  These diverse understandings of Jewish 
law, peoplehood, and culture have enhanced Jewish communal life.  Differences tend to divide 
us, but Beth El exemplifies the kind of community in which diversity leads to understanding and 
growth, as well as a theological humility that binds us to one another.  We believe that the 
American Jewish community must return to the principle that there are diverse ways of living in 
relationship to God, ritual, and spiritual practices within one synagogue, and that respect for 
diversity strengthens our community. 
  
Beyond these philosophical convictions, we believe that halachic pluralism is a framework that 
addresses the stagnation of the Conservative Movement and enables Beth El to realize its 
mission and vision.  It allows us to offer multiple points of connection for Jews and those who 
make families with them, people who are at different points of their religious and spiritual 
journeys.  We will be able to nurture the needs of those who are currently our synagogue 
regulars as well as those who are not.  Over time, this approach will enrich more lives with 
Judaism, grow our congregation, strengthen our community, and make Beth El more vibrant. 
Conversely, were we to retain an inflexible, monolithic approach to Jewish practice, our 
membership and vibrancy would almost certainly continue to fall. 
  
Much of the conversation surrounding halacha tends to focus on questions of what is and what 
is not permissible under Jewish Law.  While this is clearly important, our objective in this 
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endeavor is to also make halacha meaningful for our broader community. This will include those 
who take very traditional stances within halacha, those who are guided by halacha but seek out 
more innovation within that framework, and those for whom halacha may not be a meaningful 
concept. Our view of halachic pluralism includes not just practice but also helping our 
community members engage with halacha as meaningful and relevant in their lives. 
  
How will we do this? 
  
The move to halachic pluralism has two components: 
  
Education:  We will provide the congregation with educational opportunities for studying the 
halachic process in Judaism, with special emphasis on its evolutionary and pluralistic nature 
and history. This educational process is geared toward creating a theological and practical 
foundation for halachic pluralism at Beth El.  This component serves multiple purposes:  (a) to 
meet the educational needs of those who want to know more about the halachic process, (b) to 
provide a common conceptual foundation for the congregation as it embarks on halachic 
pluralism, (c) to reassure those who might have concerns about the authenticity of what is 
transpiring, and (d) to help our community engage with halacha as meaningful and relevant. 
  
Practice:  We will develop new opportunities for prayer experiences and spiritual engagement. 
Some of these experiences might be intended for synagogue regulars eager to innovate within 
the bounds of halacha.  Others would be designed for those who do not connect with traditional 
Jewish life.  The outcome of these efforts will be a vibrant, welcoming, and non-judgmental 
prayer community rooted in halacha that offers many authentic entry points to Jewish prayer, 
study, tradition, and social action.  Ideas for new experiences may come from the clergy, the 
professional staff, the Ritual Committee, the lay leadership, and the congregation as a whole. 
We will also create events and activities intended to make halacha meaningful, such as learning 
how to bake our own matzah for Passover, how to utilize the mikveh to amplify the spiritual 
impact of moments in our lives, and how our choices around food can thicken our Jewish 
identities. 
  
 
Look For: 
 

● Educational opportunities for studying the halachic process in Judaism 
● New opportunities for prayer experiences and spiritual engagement 
● Experiments with events and activities to uncover the meaning in halacha  
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3.  OUR BUILDING AS HOME:  Having a physical space that plays a 
significant role in supporting our sub-communities and their 
interconnections. 
 
 

 
Our building and property are substantial assets. To help us realize our vision, and to achieve 
long-term financial sustainability, we will invest strategically in preventive maintenance, 
reconfiguration, and construction. 
  
Our long term strategy contemplates five potential major investments, the first of which was 
completed with substantial outside funding: 
  

● Updating the sanctuary to preserve its beautiful essence, enhance its comfort, shift its 
orientation from audience-centric to community-centric, and allow for flexible 
arrangement of furniture for the many uses we anticipate. 

● Creating a community beit midrash, a centrally located, cozy, multi-purpose, and 
multi-generational-use space at Beth El that can function as a learning center for adults 
and children, a minyan prayer space, and a social gathering space with coffee shop. 
This center, likely the most significant physical manifestation of our vision, puts 
community, learning, and prayer front and center within Beth El’s physical space, 
reinforcing our commitment to connection. 

● Introducing a Jewish mindfulness center—a space for meditation, yoga, and other 
body-based practices, as well as ancient and new spiritual practices—open to the 
community beyond Beth El members. This facility might include a mikveh (ritual bath) 
where we can sanctify traditional passages to marriage and family and honor passages 
that are as important but do not at this time carry formalized Jewish ritual such as 
obtaining a divorce or a new job. A center such as this strengthens Beth El’s ability to 
create a deeper, “thicker” Judaism for its members.  

● Creating a child care center to provide a source of revenue as well as a pipeline for 
Jewish children and families. 

● Enhancing the attractiveness of our event rental space within religious bounds (for 
instance, kashrut and sacred time) to generate new revenue for Beth El. 
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Of course, we will only proceed with a given project if further research convinces us that this is a 
fruitful avenue to pursue.  In particular, we will only proceed with the revenue-generating 
projects if we are confident there is a surplus-generating niche for us in these markets. 

 

Why do we need to do this? 
  
It is a well-known axiom that one of the fastest ways to change institutional culture or behavior is 
to change physical structure. Beth El wants to nourish a sense of community connectedness, of 
intergenerational learning and Jewish expression, and of tradition and innovation.  Our physical 
structure can help us do that. Furthermore, accessible facility spaces and settings that build 
community and support the programs associated with our vision will, we believe, strengthen 
communal relationships, create more meaningful experiences, and hopefully have the added 
bonus of attracting more people to Beth El. Finally, our building is a substantial physical asset 
which stands on valuable real estate. We recognize the importance of employing these assets 
to fund our future in a thoughtful and fiscally responsible way.  
 
How will we do this? 
  
We will produce a master plan for our property. Guided by architectural and planning 
professionals, the plan will depict a physical space that is home to our community as well as a 
revenue generator. It will encompass the investments identified above while maintaining and 
strengthening what works for us. Following approval of the master plan, we will initiate a 
campaign that will fund its implementation, fueled by a culture of giving and supported by a 
development professional. 
  
Because effective planning requires coordinating across financial and programmatic 
dimensions, we will use this opportunity to strengthen organizational and decision-making 
processes.  We will also build practices of community engagement into all our building 
projects—establishing co-ownership by lay volunteers and staff, communicating with 
congregants, and inviting them into the design process. 
  
 
Look For: 
 

● A master plan for our property reflecting a physical space that is home to our community 
as well as a revenue generator 

● Increasingly innovative use of our space 
● A prototype Beit Midrash (multi-purpose space for study and other communal activities) 

to test out and experiment with the concept  
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4.  CULTURE OF CO-OWNERSHIP:  Shifting from a transactional 
culture where congregants are the “customers” and the professional 
staff deliver “services” to a relational culture that is defined by a spirit 
of co-creation and co-ownership. 
  
 

Lay members and professional staff will share responsibility for identifying, prioritizing, and 
implementing key new initiatives, within the framework of Beth El’s vision and its members’ 
interests. We are building a culture of empowerment, where members know their passions and 
are willing to take on leadership roles to pursue them. Members and staff develop ways of 
working that dovetail with one another and that build, not deplete, capacity. Beth El will grow 
and evolve around the passions and interests of its current and future members. 
  
 
Why do we need to do this? 
  
Strong synagogue cultures seem to operate on two models. Some have very large staffs—on 
the order of three times the size of Beth El for a similar-sized congregation—and operate on a 
model of providing very high customer service. Others operate through more pronounced 
“co-ownership” where volunteerism is a core value and lay members take responsibility to lead 
initiatives.  Over the years, Beth El has evolved toward the customer service model: a 
program-heavy, staff-reliant culture with a small but mighty set of professionals and volunteers. 
One of the key and ongoing revelations of the Journey process, however, is that the demands 
on most of Beth El’s key professional staff are unsustainable. 
  
The literature is clear that in times of disruption or transformational change, one of the most 
important resources is the professional staffs’ “time to think”—the slower creative time needed 
to innovate, address core conditions rather than symptoms, form partnerships, and lead change. 
The literature also strongly suggests that people tend to have energy to participate in those 
things in which they have had a hand in creating. 
  
For these reasons, our strategic intention is to pivot to co-ownership as a means to broaden and 
deepen leadership and to innovate around our community members’ needs. As we embrace 
experimentation, tradition, and innovation, we will invest in building a volunteer infrastructure, 
taking on only those projects that have strong lay commitment and releasing clergy and 
professionals from the requirement to “do it all.” Our belief is that this culture will build a stronger 
community and free our professionals to focus where they are needed most. 
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How will we do this? 
  
We will make volunteerism a core part of Beth El’s operating system and make it easy to do on 
a number of levels.  We will enlist the aid of the Membership Committee and our network 
weavers to identify areas of passion among new members, members not highly engaged, and 
even candidates for membership who inquire about life at Beth El.  We will steer these 
individuals to (or create with them) sub-communities that speak to those passions, and support 
those who are interested in taking on leadership roles. Activities as disparate as making Beth El 
more environmentally friendly, arranging Shabbat afternoon family get-togethers, fostering 
pluralism in Israel, and developing tikkun olam projects reflect such passions. 
  
Additionally, we will clarify Beth El’s organizational structure for the entire congregation so that 
volunteers know where they and their sub-community, committee, or projects fit into the larger 
picture, who their professional staff guides are, who their Board or officer liaisons are, where 
they can go when questions or problems arise. 
  
Given the critical role that volunteers play in a co-ownership model, we plan to invest in 
volunteer management and support technology, and we will  create a system for regularly and 
publicly recognizing and thanking our volunteers for their contributions to Beth El. 
  
Finally, we will create a leadership training program to serve, essentially, as a succession plan 
for Board members, officers, committee chairs, and other congregational leaders. We will invite 
selected members of the community to participate, orient them to Beth El’s vision and 
operational realities, and empower them as leaders. 
  
Look For: 
 

● A new, collaborative volunteer infrastructure 
● Initiation of only those projects that have strong lay commitment 
● A refined organizational structure 
● Technology and support for volunteer collaboration  
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5.  FINANCIAL AFFORDABILITY & SUSTAINABILITY: Rethinking our 
revenue models.  
 
 
 
 

Our financial vision involves a significant shift from dependence on membership fees as the 
primary source of revenue to a diversified mix of strategies. Our goal is twofold: to increase our 
long-term sustainability and to offer flexible options for Beth El affiliation that speak to varying 
levels of engagement, financial ability, and stages of life. 
  
 
Why do we need to do this? 
  
Like many institutions, Beth El funds itself from a combination of revenue sources that include 
fundraising, our day camp, catering, cemetery plots, and room rentals, among others.  Far and 
away, Beth El’s primary revenue producer, however, is membership dues which are based on 
high holiday seating locations (with a slightly lower rate for members under age 35 and with 
accommodations for members who may have  difficulty paying the full amount).  
  
Our dues model, however, is losing its effectiveness as some key demographic groups are less 
likely to join institutions or have less disposable income available for synagogue life. As 
membership declines, so do our revenues. This means that we must (a) seriously rethink our 
dues model and (b) energetically ramp up revenue from other sources. Furthermore, this 
approach (rethinking the dues model while expanding other sources of revenue) is aimed at 
alleviating financial burdens where they exist. The goal is to develop a dues structure that 
enables those financially pressed for any of the reasons that can occur across a lifetime (a 
growing family, children’s education, job loss, fixed income, illness) to nevertheless obtain 
membership. 
  
A new structure could, for example, allow new families to test run membership for a designated 
period of time, discount dues for snowbirds whose primary residence shifts to another location, 
or package limited portions of the Beth El experience at a lower rate than the whole package. 
  
If successful, such an approach would increase the number of dues-paying members, allowing 
us to better serve our mission and realize our vision of a growing, vibrant community. These 
measures, however, are not likely to yield sufficient dues revenue. To close the dues revenue 
gap, and significantly exceed our current total revenue, it is imperative that we turn to other 
sources—many of which can be placed into two categories: enhancing our culture of giving and 
expanding our revenue-producing activities.  
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A key feature of strong non-profit institutions is individual giving through a culture of giving. This 
is something that Beth El has only recently started to cultivate, but is ready to develop into an 
important driver of its revenue mix, inspiring and challenging people to stretch their financial 
commitment.  Indeed, Beth El needs to rely on the generosity of its members both to balance its 
annual operating budget and to support a forward-looking financial campaign that will be 
fundamental to realizing our vision. 
  
Because our building and the ground it stands on are valuable assets, we must rethink, 
creatively and judiciously, how to make these assets work in our favor, be it through rental, 
mortgage, new construction, or other means. 
  
 
How will we do this? 
  
We will revise our membership and dues structure by re-activating the Financial Sustainability 
Deep Dive Team created during Journey, with a spirit of experimentation, learning as we try 
new approaches. Revisions already under discussion include incentives for college students 
and young adults, and new high holiday seating configurations. Other possibilities include 
options for reduced-fee second membership at Beth El, reduced fees for “test driving” 
membership, and, perhaps, unique work assignments in lieu of membership dues.  To support 
its efforts the team would (a) clarify the objectives of any revised structure and (b) research 
successful alternative membership models at other institutions. 
  
The risk in experimenting with our basic dues structure is that, if it does not succeed, Beth El 
could end up losing dues revenues that it counts on to fund operating costs. To minimize that 
risk, once we have determined which dues alternative(s) to pilot, we may run it for one year 
only, and for just a small subset of the current membership. We would, with transparency, 
randomly select perhaps 10% of our member base and offer one or more dues alternatives to 
that population. We would collect and analyze the data and use the results, if positive, to roll out 
the model the following year. 
  
It bears repeating that we cannot overstate the importance of the culture of giving to Beth El’s 
financial stability and growth.  Guided by a team of volunteers and supported by a development 
expert, we will launch a series of fundraising efforts—to support the building plan, to enhance 
programming and staffing, to underwrite dues for those in difficult financial positions, and to 
support myriad other actions that will keep us vibrant.  In addition to traditional means of 
fundraising, we might employ such creative approaches as text-based giving at (non-Shabbat) 
events where people can text donations to Beth El as they are inspired. 
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We are looking to be financially creative in other ways, as well.  We might, for instance, charge 
non-members a la carte or on a subscription basis for some of our programmatic offerings.  And 
we should look to generate revenue from facilities we develop (such as a Jewish mindfulness 
center). 
  
Look For: 

● Creative approaches to member and participant revenue 
● Even more creative offerings to using our building to generate revenue 
● Launch of a fundraising campaign and a growing culture of giving 

  
  

  
 
 
6.  JEWISH WESTCHESTER PARTNERS & PRESENCE:  Positioning 
Beth El to contribute actively to a vibrant Jewish Westchester. 
  
 
 

By means of partnerships, collaborations, community visibility, and experimental programming, 
Beth El will enhance the experiences of its members and increase the strength of its presence 
in the County. 
  
Why do we need to do this? 
  
The question of whether and how Beth El should engage with the larger community of Jewish 
Westchester is one on which the Journey Vision Team changed its views over time. There has 
been, for some time, a vocal minority who felt that Beth El should partner with other 
Conservative shuls to get the benefits of scale to connect Jewish teens with one another, to 
provide a comprehensive set of services and educational experiences, to share resources like 
the community mikveh, and generally to enhance the “ecosystem” of Jewish life in southern 
Westchester County. 
  
Journey’s consensus was that Beth El’s future, indeed, hinges on a healthy ecosystem for 
Jewish life in the environs of Westchester. Beth El’s strategic intention is to be the partner of 
choice in Jewish Westchester—lending a hand where needed, counting on others whose 
strengths exceed ours in certain areas, partnering on initiatives where we have shared interests 
to be as strong as possible. The range of potential partnerships is as wide as joint education 
programs, teen social gatherings, sharing clergy, recruiting young couples from Manhattan, 
Queens, or Brooklyn to make their homes in Westchester, or countless other possibilities. In the 
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short term we all benefit from a richer Jewish ecosystem. In the longer term, should we merge 
with another shul community, we grow our family. 
How will we do this? 
  
We will re-activate the Partnership Deep Dive Team created during Journey to pursue shared 
programming, shared services, or both with one or more like-minded congregations in Southern 
Westchester. Shared programming might include, for example, Mommy-and-Me, teen, or senior 
activities. 
  
We will design pop-up programming that brings Beth El’s prayer, music, and learning 
experiences into the larger Jewish community.  We will position Beth El as a place of fun and 
community experimentation with such offerings as community speakers, Jewish entertainment, 
Israel programming, and so forth. 
  
Look for: 

● Partnerships with other synagogues 
● Pop-up programming that positions Beth El as a place of fun and learning in the larger 

Jewish community 
● Exploration of synergistic relationships with other organizations in Southern Westchester 
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OUR JOURNEY TO THIS POINT: A HISTORY 
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JOURNEY ACTIVITIES 
  
      6 Listening Forums 
    12 Learning Journeys 
      5 Deep Dive Teams 
  150 Interviews (approximately) 
      8 Vision Team Meetings 
    15 Prototypes 
  
  
JOURNEY’S LASTING ETHOS: A BROAD, BOLD VISION OF OUR FUTURE 
  
● Designing experiences of welcome and inclusion: Beth El Synagogue Center fosters a 

culture of kindness and inclusion with the objective to have each person who walks through 
our doors feels welcomed and comfortable. We celebrate the diversity of our members and 
embrace our differences with mutual respect and compassion. We realize that we are 
stronger because of the multi-faceted nature of our community. We invest energy and 
resources to meet diverse needs as we join together across generations, demographic 
groups, and various stages of our Jewish lives.  We offer a wide variety of religious, 
educational and social programs so each person can find meaningful ways to become 
engaged and feel a sense of belonging.  Our community inspires caring personal 
relationships that make people feel embraced, supported, and connected to each other and 
to the synagogue community as a whole. 

 
 ● Tefillot: Meaningful prayer experiences are an important element of Beth El’s synagogue 

life.  We are committed to making our services on Shabbat, High Holidays, Festivals, 
weekdays, and special occasions accessible and attractive to the diverse population that 
constitutes our community, allowing individuals to give voice to their inner selves.  We do so 
through a combination of re-invigorating our current offerings and introducing new ones.  In 
particular, we embrace the contributions of joyful singing, silent meditation, and everything in 
between, to foster meaningful prayer.  In some instances, consistent with our adoption of 
halachic pluralism, we will offer alternative prayer opportunities in parallel with each other. 

  

●    Spiritual development throughout our journeys of faith and doubt: Beth El is an oasis 
that offers opportunities for people to cultivate inner spiritual lives of deep meaning and 
purpose. We utilize different types of Jewish spiritual practices developed from within our 
tradition in order to pay attention to our spiritual needs. We use prayer, Jewish mindfulness 
meditation, singing and music, tikkun middot (the Jewish practice of refining one’s character 
and developing ethical and moral behavior), and embodied Jewish practices to nourish our 
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soul, restore our sense of humanity, and heal those in need of healing. We infuse traditional 
Jewish practices with the intention to deepen our spiritual lives. Developing these Jewish 
spiritual practices helps us live more mindfully in relationship with one another, the natural 
world, and God. 

 

● Exemplary learning and education for all: Beth El Synagogue Center provides 
intellectually and spiritually satisfying Jewish learning opportunities for people of all ages, 
including non-members and non-Jews. We recognize that we come with varied backgrounds 
in Hebrew language and Jewish experiences and we strive to meet the needs of all. We 
share a common commitment to nurturing our individual and communal growth as teachers 
and learners. 

  

●    L’Dor v’Dor—Passing our Judaism from generation to generation: We strive to always 
be a rich and nurturing second home for children and their families. Each day of the week, 
there are places and ways for children of all ages to have fun, experience Jewish 
community, participate in Jewish rituals, acquire Jewish wisdom, gain an appreciation of 
Israel, and learn across the generations. Families come to Beth El for its strong sense of 
community and spirituality. Foremost in creating this meaningful and enjoyable atmosphere, 
children and young adults collaborate to shape their own prayer experiences, community, 
and tikkun olam projects. Children have a dedicated safe space where they thrive, foster 
friendships, and hang out. Generations will come together in a multi-purpose space. 

  

●    Tikkun Olam—social justice for a stronger Southern Westchster and the wider 
community: As Jews, it is our sacred duty to bring tikkun (repair) to the world that was 
divinely entrusted to us. At Beth El we nurture personal and spiritual growth through an 
active pursuit of justice and dignity for every human being. We encourage every member of 
our community to participate in social action causes, such as feeding the hungry, helping the 
homeless, creating a sustainable environment, supporting victims of abuse, participating in 
disaster relief efforts, visiting the sick, and engaging in inter-religious partnerships to build a 
more vibrant and caring Westchester and world. 

  

●    Deep connection with Israel: Beth El Synagogue Center supports Israel as the Jewish 
homeland and fosters a deep emotional and loving connection to the people, land and state 
of Israel through cultural, educational, interpersonal, financial, and advocacy programs. We 
are a place where open and respectful discussions with each other about Israel, allowing for 
differences of opinion, must and do occur. 
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